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THE SPORTS COLLECTION

DYNAMIC CHARACTERS DESIGNED TO MOVE



This digital playground showcases our diverse sports collection, including new game-changing positions inspired by the US sports culture. We always want to stay ahead of the game. Find out our new signature poses in Hockey, American Football, Baseball, and Basketball.



DISCOVER MORE
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TREND FORECAST

2024



Stay ahead of the game! Unleash the power of visual storytelling. Our latest trend forecast is releasing soon, sign up now!





SIGN UP HERE!
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DRIVEN BY CRAFTSMANSHIP

POWERED BY INNOVATION



Using a fully digital approach from design to production with respect for heritage and design.

Our innovative 3d production facility ensures just in time production and is able to adapt and create design solutions. In all sorts of special and sustainable materials.

For the first time we love to say NO!.

NO tooling costs, NO MOQ, NO lead times, NO transit time.

It is a digital revolution.



READ MORE
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[ WHAT IF WE HAVE THE BEST MANNEQUIN FOR YOU? ]



“What if”… we could offer you a sustainable solution mannequin for the fashion industry? We are introducing a new fresh mannequin concept as an answer to the market.

Be the first to know all about it…





VIEW THE COLLECTION
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HOW WE WORK



Find our more about our creative process and how we can work together.



READ MORE
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OUR SHOWROOMS



Visit our…

_Capital of Innovation

 _Capital of Tailoring

 _Capital of Fashion

 _Capital of Avant-Garde

And many more!

Find a showroom in your area and book a visit.



EXPLORE
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Latest News

Sculpting the Senses by Iris van Herpen

Explore Iris van Herpen's blurred lines between fashion, art, and technology.

READ MORE
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Latest News

La Mode et le Sport – Exhibition MAD Paris

Discover the unprecedented fusion of two worlds. From iconic clothing to innovative accessories.

READ MORE
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Collaborations

Gabrielle Chanel. Fashion Manifesto

Explore the evolution of 'Coco's' iconic style, pioneering design, and timeless influence.

READ MORE
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Collaborations

Piet Paris

Discover Piet Paris' fashion illustrations dialoguing with glass art & fashion at Museum JAN.

READ MORE
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Collaborations

Late stage capitalism waltz

Explore Viktor&Rolf's Haute Couture 2023 show in Paris and see how to defy gravity.

READ MORE
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Collaborations

Untitled at Palais de Tokyo

Casa 93 students showcase fashion as a tool for visibility within the crowd's dynamics. Discover it!
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Latest News

The Capital of Fashion

In het heart of Paris...

READ MORE
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Latest News

Lacoste Arena

Discover Lacoste's innovative Champs-Élysées store: art, tech, and surprises in a 1,600 sqm Arena!

READ MORE
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Latest News

In gradients we find colors

Like our desire to inspire and innovate, color never settles. What is your favorite color combo?

READ MORE
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PIN

IT.



From special editions to amazing collaborations. Find your inspiration here!



EXPLORE
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Subscribe to our newsletter








By signing up you agree to our privacy statement.
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